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chapter 8 

Commercial and Economic 

Impact of Spaceflight: An Overview


philip Scranton 

“present efforts to accelerate the transfer of military/ 
space technologies to commercial application appear 

handicapped by insufficient knowledge of how technology is 
applied at the level of the firm . . . most contributions [do not] 
come in the form of direct and readily identifiable results of 
a particular effort.” denver research institute, The Commercial 
Application of Missile/Space Technology (denver, co: dri, 
September 1963), vi, p. 1. 

“over the past quarter century, two-thirds of our space 
dollars have been invested in manned spaceflight, with little to 
show for the investment save circus. By and large it has been 
wonderful circus, just as the [early aviators’] barnstorming was, 
but hardly more productive . . . the real payoff in space—the 
work of the communications satellites, the weather and earth 
resources satellites, the scientific probes—has been funded by 
the remaining one-third of the civilian space budget.” alex 
roland, “Barnstorming in Space,” in Space Policy Reconsidered, 
radford Byerly, ed. (Boulder, co:Westview press, 1989), p. 42. 

apart from wowing the public and energizing thousands of american engineers 
and scientists,what is spaceflight actually for? apart from creating platforms for military 
surveillance and intelligence functions, what is spaceflight actually for? apart from 
sustaining layers of enterprises and competencies in the aerospace, instrumentation, 
electronics, materials, project management, and consulting segments of the 
economy (along with a modest cohort of university-based researchers, including 
some historians), what is naSa’s work actually for? if not articulated in just this 
fashion, similar questions about the private sector payoffs of public sector spending 
on space have persisted from the agency’s earliest years.By 1962,naSa had created 
a “technology utilization program” in response to congressional sniping, and soon 
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began releasing annual reports of technology spinoffs.1 Yet recently an economist 
argued that neither naSa’s direct or indirect impact on the economy (in terms 
of employment, multiplier effects, spinoffs, or statistically-estimated influences on 
growth) could be established as sufficiently sizable to justify ongoing costs.2 even 
so, from naSa’s earliest years, observers have argued that there is no effective way 
to reach quantitatively sound answers to questions about economic impact and 
the effective use of public funds for aerospace. instead, as roger launius suggested 
in a recent historiographical study, settled camps of celebrants and critics seem to 
commence with their conclusions and search about for evidence to support them.3 

this is not likely to change, but i hope not to reinforce that practice here. 
like many public programs, naSa’s work has been expected to be productive 

not simply in terms of internal criteria (setting and reaching goals, effective 
management, etc.), but also in terms of wider contributions to society and the 
nation. one persistent strain in the calls for this broader influence and performance 
has been the expectation that naSa’s work will generate substantial and substantive 
commercial and economic innovations and opportunities. the folkloristic notion 
that the main thing spaceflight delivered to american consumers was the powdered 
breakfast drink tang4 evokes the narrow domains in which such expectations have 
often been defined and the relatively unsystematic way in which actual contributions 
have been gauged in differently positioned literatures. 

this essay, which introduces a group of more tightly focused and empirically 
rich studies, will undertake to outline a framework that may help situate the economic 
and technical contributions that naSa’s work provided to american business and 
thereby to the nation’s citizens. contrary to consumer expectations, virtually all these 
contributions have been indirect, as a denver research institute (dri) study explained 
in the early 1960s, and hence imperceptible to most observers. Second, as alex roland 

1. alfred alibrando,“naSa technology Utilization Scrutiny due,” Aviation Week and Space Technology 
79 (5 august 1963): pp. 28–29. See also “aerospace in perspective: Utilization,” Space/Aeronautics 
43 (January 1965): pp. 80–87, and NASA Spinoffs:Thirty Year Commemorative Edition, Sarah gall and 
Joseph pramberger, ed. (Washington, dc: naSa technology transfer division, 1992). 

2. molly K.macaulay,“the economics of Space,” in Space Politics and Policy:An Evolutionary Perspective, 
eligar Sadeh, ed. (dordrecht,the netherlands: Kluwer, 2002), pp.181-200, see esp. pp. 183–185. of 
course, economic justification is constrained by seriously imperfect quantification and measurement 
issues, and cannot reach economic dimensions of spacefaring that are not quantifiable, such as 
enhancing the climate for or urgency of innovation, except through dubious proxies (e.g., r&d 
spending) whose limited utility, though long recognized, has not undercut their wide use. 

3. roger d. launius,“historical dimensions of the Space age,” in ibid., pp. 3–26, esp. 4–11. 

4. indeed, this association is erroneous in the specifics as well, in that tang was used in but not 
developed for naSa flights. See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tang_(drink) (accessed 11 July 2006). 
general foods created tang circa 1957, but it became famous when used in the gemini program 
in 1965. Similar delusions about the naSa origins of teflon® and Velcro® abound, but frame the 
popular expectations for space outcomes—consumer goods as economic spinoffs. 
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has grumbled, it does seem that our obsession with human flights, along with their 
vast expense, has overshadowed efforts at communications exostructure building which 
have had long-term significance—notably, as almost all parties agree, multiple satellite 
networks (agency, private, and military), the subject of another section in this book. 

two contextual claims lead off my discussion. first, spacefaring innovations 
were embedded in a more complex, indeed transnational, culture of technological 
experimentation that intensified in the early years of the cold war. as a result, 
explained the dri report,“[n]o clear line can be drawn between space and non-
space knowledge [bases] because the two are closely interwoven.”5 thus, identifying 
the space program’s “firsts” is a rather inconsequential exercise. instead, it makes 
more sense to highlight those situations where naSa projects added critical 
momentum and capability to nascent innovations, providing essential test-beds for 
them (and the funding for revision and redesign), and to explore projects where 
the complexity of naSa-posed problems galvanized cross-disciplinary amalgams 
of technique and materials, with implications for the industrial world outside. for 
example, the dri’s research identified 185 spaceflight spinoffs by 1962, including 
plastic coatings, microminiature welding devices, and high-capacity infrared sensors 
already installed in manufacturing facilities.6 thus, one key background argument 
here is that a sizable share of naSa undertakings can plausibly be described as 
“experimental development”projects, in which exploratory engineering, risk-laden 
fabrication and testing, and integrative scientific practices strove to overcome the 
liabilities inherent in complexity, incomplete information, inhospitable conditions 
of human work and artifact usage, and the necessity of customized production. 

Second, though we still have inadequate information regarding many of its 
dimensions, the military’s role in space projects and technologies enlarged naSa’s 
programs,such that naSa-anchored innovations had an impact on the development 
of defense and intelligence capabilities (and the hardware and software behind 

5. denver research institute, The Commercial Application of Missile/Space Technology (denver, co: denver 
research institute, 1963), p. iv. for a contemporary appreciation of the dri study, see “Scientific 
horizons toWatch,” Factory 122 (february 1964):pp.88–91.for a later, detailed analysis by dri staffers, 
see robert h.Waterman and lloyd g. marts, “Space-related technology: its commercial Use,” in 
Advances in Space Science andTechnology,Vol. 6 (newYork:academic press, 1964), pp. 173–244. 

6. “hitchhiking on Space technologies,” Steel 153 (23 december 1963): pp. 26–30. naSa’s louis 
fong then estimated that the space effort had yielded some 850 “innovations thought to have 
industrial potential.” among the 185 that had been utilized, Steel reported specifics on 22 items. 
Sundstrand had found oil field applications for a low-speed pump “originally designed for missiles,” 
hills-mccanna was selling a commercial version of an aerospace ball valve, and general dynamics 
had already sold 5,000 units of a mechanical warning device indicating shock levels on packages, 
created for missile shipment containers. 
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them) and, by extension, on the enterprises designing and fabricating such devices.7 

as researchers noted more than 40 years ago: “Because of the interaction among 
[the military,naSa,other agencies, industry, and universities], attribution of a given 
technological advance to a particular source is often impossible.”8 

the idea for military uses of space evidently arose in the immediate postwar 
years, as the douglas aircraft company’s research and development division (which 
soon became rand) informed the army air forces that it might be possible 
to create and launch a “world-circling spaceship,” which could play a role in the 
technology-intensive wars of the future. the proposal, filed away for more than 
a decade, resurfaced after Sputnik and, much altered, laid the foundations for the 
military satellite command and control networks “designed specifically to support the 
nation’s top secret national reconnaissance program [nrp].”9 operated in parallel 
with naSa satellite projects, the nrp was another element in the rivalries between 
the air force and the spaceflight agency.the question of space weapons is outside our 
scope here, but “the non-weapon military uses of space,” as colin gray termed them, 
have been diverse and significant.from early,high-resolution film canister devices and 
the Vanguard/minitrack system of the 1950s10 through the fourth-generation, ten-
ton Big Bird satellite in the 1970s, surveillance, missile tracking, and data gathering 
from space were clear military priorities, along with advance warning capabilities 
of attack, assessment of Soviet bloc activity, secure communications, navigation 
assistance, weather monitoring, extensive mapping, and continuing “measurement of 
the [e]arth’s gravitational and magnetic fields (essential for the accuracy of inertially-
guided missiles).”11 Both naSa and military agencies engaged much the same set of 

7.	 See peter l. hays,“naSa and the department of defense: enduring themes in three Key areas,” 
in Critical Issues in the History of Spaceflight, Steven J. dick and roger d. launius, eds. (Washington, 
dc:naSa Sp-2006-4502,2006),pp.199–238. in discussion after his presentation at the conference 
this volume reprises, hays suggested that the military (nonpublic) segment of naSa budgets was 
as large or larger than the civilian segment in many years following the end of the apollo era. for 
another hays analysis of these issues, see peter l. hays,“Space and the military,” in Sadeh, ed., Space 
Politics and Policy, pp. 335–369. 

8. denver research institute, Commercial Application of Missile/Space Technology, p. vi. 

9. david christopher arnold, Spying from Space (college Station, tX: texas a&m University press, 
2005), p. 7. for a contemporary overview of military space activity, see “aerospace in perspective: 
control,” Space/Aeronautics 43 (January 1965): pp. 88–101. 

10. the first 	recovery of a photographic capsule was reportedly from discoverer 13 in august 
1960. See colin gray, American Military Space Policy (cambridge, ma:abt Books, 1982), pp. 23–25. 

11. ibid., p. 35. 
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prime and subcontractors for satellite projects,which created opportunities for,but not 
guarantees of, technical cross-fertilization between public and classified initiatives.12 

in consequence, it may be crucial, in thinking about commercial/economic 
impacts of spaceflight, to posit naSa as the globe’s largest dispersed technology-
development unit, inextricably blending national security concerns, engineering 
ambitions, policy negotiations, and scientific aspirations into projects that energetic, 
at times urgent, collaborators shaped into material forms and functions. from this 
perspective, in the long run counting spinoff items may be less rewarding than 
recognizing naSa’s historic role as the hub of Big engineering inamerica, reshaping 
the model for high-tech contracting (and subcontracting), and as the nation’s public 
research and development (r&d) division, taking on challenges and complexities 
that no corporate enterprise would or could have shouldered during the cold war.13 

in the remainder of this discussion, i will sketch three domains where 
spaceflight’s nonsatellite commercial and economic impacts can be situated, then 
will focus briefly on three of the third domain’s components and add a fourth. in 
considering areas where spaceflight has economic implications, we may loosely 
divide this terrain into segments which attend to (1) the impact of operations in space; 
(2) the impact on enterprises of producing and managing space projects; and (3) the 
impact of operations derived from experimental development for space. 

the first segment represents the realm of “space commerce,” dominated by 
satellite capabilities and the information and revenue streams they generate. in 
addition, commercial users must cover transportation charges for putting artifacts in 

12. the	 technical press was intensely interested in the components manufacturing potential for 
satellite operations. exemplary articles from the early 1960s include “future Space Satellites and 
missions,” Electronic Industries 21 (June 1962): pp. K12–K16, and “how to get Your products into 
orbit,” Steel 153 (29 July 1963): pp. 79–84, with specifications on satellite components at pp. 82– 
83. See also octave romaine, “oao: naSa’s Biggest Satellite Yet,” Space/Aeronautics 37 (february 
1962): pp. 54–58; and donald fink, “ge designs navigation Satellite network,” Aviation Week & 
SpaceTechnology 80 (30 march 1964): pp. 49–51.the substantial earth-based tracking and monitoring 
systems that had to be built in tandem with satellite launches received equal attention,not least because 
they involved, in some measure, familiar construction tasks. See “Space tracking is Big Business,” 
Electronics 32 (6 march 1959):pp.24–25;“earth Based electronics,”Electronics 34 (17 november 1961): 
pp. 108–118. for satellite manufacturing, see h. l.Wuerfel and r. p. dunphy [rca], “the relay 
communications Satellite:a Study in the achievement of high reliability,” Industrial Quality Control 
22 (January 1966): pp. 355–368. for a British view stressing the need for european satellites with 
applications different from those envisioned by the U.S., see alan h. Stratford, “the economics of 
telecommunications Satellite Systems,” Journal of the Royal Aeronautical Society 66 (June 1962): pp. 
364–370. for a later naSa overview, see edgar cortright,“Space Science and applications:Where 
We Stand today,” Astronautics & Aeronautics 4 (June 1966): pp. 42–48. (By 1966, naSa’s cortright 
explained,“more than 60 successful satellites and deep-space probes” had been launched [p. 42].) 

13. for a sense of the speed and uncertainty of technological development at this time, see ronald 
Kohl, “technology in turmoil,” Machine Design 38 (29 September 1966): pp. c1–c20. arguably, 
the U.S. air force pioneered Big engineering in and after World War ii in aircraft, propulsion, and 
avionics. nuclear submarine work brought the navy alongside before naSa was created. 
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space,most of which appear to accrue to government units, some in partnerships with 
private sector organizations.We also have had the recent appearance of individual space 
travel (ballistic launches only, i believe), though again with the revenues flowing from 
private to public coffers, usually inadequate to cover costs and not as yet generating 
anything like nodes of investment opportunity. as political scientist James Vedda has 
pointed out: “in space commerce, the quest continues for affordable, reliable, and 
flexible access to space.” here we find “the slowest rate of improvement of all space 
technologies,” even as the sophistication and significance of satellites has soared.14 

outside of communications, where waves of innovation have followed 
like clockwork, notions that commercial materials processing, pharmaceutical 
development, or crystal growing would become the base for space manufacturing 
never got past the experimental or prototyping phase. in the early 1980s, Johnson & 
Johnson partnered with mcdonnell douglas to attempt purifying a drug component 
in space, while 3m and John deere arranged materials testing studies and fairchild 
laid plans for an industrial space platform.these schemes vaporized even before the 
Challenger accident in 1986, as markets had been substantially overestimated and 
costs severely underestimated. in 1984 the annual market for space materials testing 
or production had been gauged at $40 billion or more; a few years later that number 
shrank to $2 billion, but realistically was closer to zero. Beyond the stunning costs of 
getting into space with appropriate materials and tools lay the challenges of creating 
human-free operations (as peopled production in space added orders of magnitude 
to costs) and of dealing with the narrow range of products that could be sold at 
prices which could realize profits. nor were questions of quality and reliability 
easily solved. in the late 1980s, drug-industry consultant John naugle judged that 
only goods priced above $2,000 per pound could be economically manufactured 
in space, and only if there was a $500 million annual market awaiting them (to help 
offset operating costs of $100–$200 million).as he summarized: 

a space manufacturer thus must pay for a long, costly r&d 
process, make a large initial capital investment, and wait a long 
time for a return on his investment. during the r&d process, 
his ground-based competitors will be hard at work to produce 
the product more cheaply . . .these factors combine to suggest 
why pharmaceutical manufacturers have not leaped to enter the 
market in space processing.15 

14. James Vedda, “Space commerce,” in Sadeh, ed., Space Policies, pp. 201–227, quote from p. 210. 
Stephen Johnson orally confirms government losses in providing commercial launch services. 

15. John	 naugle, “a manufacturer’s View of commercial activity in Space,” in Economics and 
Technology in US Space Policy, molly K.macauley, ed. (Washington,dc:resources for the future,1987), 
pp. 70, 76. for satellite innovations, helpful sources include office of technology assessment, Civilian 
Space Policy and Applications (Washington, dc: U.S. congress, office of technology assessment, 1982), 
especially chapter 8, and Stephen Johnson,“Space Business,” in Sadeh, ed., Space Politics and Policy. 
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naugle also argued that three situational shortcomings further hampered 
planning for the industrialization of space: the lack of “assured transportation” up 
and back; the problem of “launch insurance”; and the absence of a spacelab where 
firms could “conduct proprietary experiments.”16 two decades down the road it 
does not appear that space-based processing is much nearer to being realized. 

Second, spaceflight has had durable, creative impacts on corporations that secured 
prime and subcontracts for vehicles, craft, components, instrumentation, engines, et al. 
not only did serving naSa invite key cold war technology-intense firms to diversify 
beyond weapons systems—creating new divisions and goals, space demand also played 
a role in building markets for design and program management specialists ( e.g.,trW’s 
Systems technology division and intellitronics laboratories)17 and for technology/ 
innovation consultants. as Stephen Johnson is focusing on business in considerable 
detail, a quick view of mcdonnell in 1959 and 1966 will offer a snapshot of one firm. 

in the 1959 fiscal year, mcdonnell aircraft company (mac), a St. louis 
powerhouse, recorded sales of $436 million, with an orders backlog of $650 million. 
it had just undertaken its first mercury spacecraft contract for a modest $20 million, 
less than 5 percent of the firm’s annual turnover. at the time, mac’s space efforts 
were confined to the Quail decoy missile and the talos ramjet (subcontracted from 
Bendix), whereas its core competencies lay in jet aircraft design and assembly—the 
f4h phantom ii, the rf-101cVoodoo for reconnaissance photography, the f101B 
interceptor, and the f3h demon series of all-weather fighters.18 

Seven years later, mac was winding up its role in the gemini program (5 
successful flights in 11 months) and had adapted a gemini capsule for use with 
the planned air force manned orbiting laboratory (which never flew; cancelled 
in 1969). it also had undertaken extended, self-financed research into “advanced 
orbital spacecraft, laboratories, [and] military systems in space,” investing another 
$1.3 million in “studies related to mars exploration.” if mac’s aircraft backbone 
remained the phantom (seven models in production, 99 units contracted in 1966 
for the USaf [$272 million]), the company had branched out into work on navy 
surface-to-surface missiles, hypersonic air-breathing planes (with naSa), an aircraft 
collision-avoidance instrumentation system,19 and a critical-patient monitoring 
system for hospitals (derived from piloted flight instrumentation).at least two dozen 
additional projects were being researched, ranging from special materials to human 

16. naugle, in Economics and Technology, p. 78. 

17. aerospace industries 	association of american, Aerospace Year Book 1960 (Washington, dc: 
american aviation publications, 1960), pp. 191–192. 

18. ibid., pp. 129–131. See also “mcdonnell is optimistic on future,” Aviation Week 72 (9 may 
1960): p. 103. 

19. the 	 1992 NASA Spinoffs, 61, volume credits collision avoidance instrumentation to an 
ames-faa collaboration in the 1980s and does not mention mac’s earlier effort. 
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performance simulation and plasma physics.20 put simply, spacefaring transformed 
mac from a military hardware builder into a multidimensional, edge technology 
developer. as i have argued elsewhere, to date historians have underinvested in 
examining the business trajectories of major aerospace manufacturers and the 
industrial districts they often anchored.21 

the impacts of experimental development for space are more distributed and 
perhaps diffuse, but they were extensive. this refers to the transformations of 
materials, processes, and instruments that aerospace design and fabrication triggered 
for particular purposes, but which were available for adoption and adaptation 
throughout industry. the 1963 denver team identified six areas of transfer from 
space to commercial sectors: stimulation of research; improved processes or 
techniques; improved products; new products; increased availability of materials and 
instrumentation; and cost reductions. one of these was speculative and ultimately 
marginal (cost reductions), and one was obvious (stimulating research), whereas 
products, new or improved,have often become the focal point of commercialization 
arguments. in general, criticism focused at the product innovation dimension has 
paid considerable attention to issues of technical complexity and ostensibly narrow 
markets, but the sheer volume of the spinoffs that naSa publications have heralded 
may suggest that the durable impact here was through extensive, cross-sectoral, 
technical fertilizations, rather than in delivering market blockbusters.22 

here we will follow dri’s concern for novel or improved processes, techniques, 
materials, and instrumentation, innovation efforts that commenced at the outset of 

20. aerospace industries association of america, The 1967 Aerospace Year Book (Washington, dc: 
Spartan Books, 1967), pp. 131–133. for complementary, contemporary views of this process, see 
‘“arms makers” reshuffled by Shift to missiles,’ Financial World 113 (3 february 1960): pp. 3, 27; 
“new Business from Space age,” FW 116 (15 february 1961): pp. 4–5; and “air force contractors: 
Who’s tending the Store,” Forbes 85 (1 June 1960): pp. 25–28. for similar portraits of individual 
firms, see “profitable plain Jane” [northrop], Forbes 88 (1 September 1961): pp. 26–27, and “martin 
marietta—Space leader,” FW 117 (6 april 1962): pp. 8, 24. 

21. for a challenging policy perspective on this issue, see robert Butterworth, Growing the Space 
Industrial Base: Policy Pitfalls and Prospects, air War college, maxwell paper no. 23, (maxwell afB, 
September 2000).See also Joan Bromberg,NASA and the Space Industry (Baltimore:the Johns hopkins 
University press, 1999).a well-known and crucial liability in the economics of space business was the 
unreliability of the monopsonistic market (there being only one buyer) and persistent uncertainties 
about whether unplanned costs necessary for redesigns and fixes in experimental development 
would be covered by naSa. note that mcdonnell (above) spent its own funds on preliminary 
experiments regarding future aerospace projects in the 1960s; this, of course, affected the bottom 
line and aerospace stock prices were mercurial throughout this era. 

22. the institute noted that “the 	more subtle forms of technology transfer have had and will 
continue to have the greatest impact—not the direct product type of transfer which is most often 
publicized.” (Commercial Application, p. 5) See also NASA Spinoffs, 1992, and Sean o’Keefe, Spinoff 
2002, 40th Anniversary (Washington, dc: naSa technology Utilization program, 2002). one 
Web site visited in July 2006 indicates that something on the order of 1,400 spinoffs have been 
documented in its publications: http://www.sti.nasa.gov/tto/shuttle.htm (accessed 16 July 2006). 
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space initiatives and continue to influence present practice. from day one, operational 
requirements for spaceflight components were sufficiently demanding that both 
new materials and revamped processes for fabrication had to be devised. in addition, 
challenges on the organizational side of project efforts promoted a variety of managerial 
techniques, some new, some solidified after earlier cold war experimentation, and 
some whose limits naSa work suggested.these will be briefly highlighted. 

on the manufacturing process front, we can note innovations such as chemical 
milling and high-energy forming (cited in the 1963 denver assessment referenced 
in the epigraph of this chapter), as well as electron-beam, thermal, numerical control, 
ultra-cold, and electrical discharge machining; electrolytic grinding; plasma and 
induced magnetic field welding;plus stretch,magnetic, and shear forming.23 chemical 
milling initially proved valuable in shaping large components (such as missile 
bulkheads) to close tolerances. regarded in 1961 as a “recent development,” it would 
shortly become a major element in fabricating computer components, for it involved 
protecting part of a surface with a masking agent, immersing the object in “an etching 
bath,which may be acidic or basic, to remove [material] from specific areas to produce 
the desired configuration,” then stripping off the masking agent.this technique was 
particularly suited to “[d]esigns normally not considered producible by mechanical 
means,” and could serve as an alternative to “mechanical milling [for] complicated 
shapes.”24 according to J. B. mohler, the Boeing engineer who outlined the process 
and offered a dozen pointers for implementation,“all the common metals and most of 
the less common” had been successfully shaped through chemical milling, though he 
did not anticipate its use with semiconductors in integrated circuit production,which 
soon overshadowed its relevance to aerospace components.25 

more dramatic, though likely having a narrower impact, was high-energy
rate forming (herf, also known as explosive forming), again initially connected 

23. W. d. nelson et al., “trends in aerospace manufacturing,” Metal Progress 79 (april 1961): pp. 
106–110; “technology review, State of the art: production engineering,” Space/Aeronautics [r&d 
handbook] 38 (1963): pp. i-3 to i-10; leo gatzek [north american],“fabricating metals for Space 
Vehicles,” Mechanical Engineering 87 (october 1965): pp. 46–49;“how manufacturing methods cope 
with future Space projects,”IronAge 184 (1 october 1959):pp.86–88.for recent assessments of several 
of these innovations, see a. g. mamalis et al., “electromagnetic forming and powder processing: 
trends and developments,” Applied Mechanics Reviews 57 (July 2004): pp. 299–324; K. h. ho et al., 
“State of the art in Wire electrical discharge machining,” International Journal of Machine Tools and 
Manufacture 44 (2004): pp. 1247–1259; and J. c. rebelo et al,“an experimental Study on electro
discharge machining,” Journal of Materials Processing Technology 103 (2000): pp. 389–397. 

24. J. B. mohler [Boeing], “introduction to chemical milling,” Materials in Design Engineering 53 (april 
1961):pp.128–132.Quotes from pp.128–129. 

25. ibid., 129. mohler	 listed “aluminum, magnesium, titanium, tool steels, stainless, steels, monel, 
inconel, and various superalloys” as ready targets, with less experience as yet in chemically milling 
“molybdenum, tungsten, beryllium, and tantalum.” on chemical milling and electronics, see William 
t. harris, Chemical Milling:The Technology of Cutting Materials by Etching [oxford Series on advanced 
manufacturing] (oxford, U.K.: oxford University press, 1976). 
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with missile building. Used early on to create hemispheric domes for polaris and 
minuteman missiles, explosive forming involves fashioning a die that mirrors the 
shape desired, tightly fixing a component blank to the die, and evacuating air from 
the space between the two pieces, lowering the apparatus into a large vat of water, 
then setting off an underwater explosive charge just above the blank’s geometric 
center.the water pressure blast at hundreds of feet-per-second (vs. roughly 5 fps [1.6 
m/sec]for conventional forming) shapes the blank instantly to the die form and the 
product needs little further machining.By 1961 ryan aeronautics had made domes 
4.5 feet (1.37 m) across with this process, and the company’s James orr speculated 
that dies 50 to 60 feet (15.2 to 18.3 m) in diameter could be constructed “in ground,” 
like swimming pools, to create very large metallic components. explosive forming 
was not a cost-saver, though; rather, it improved quality.aerojet-general estimated 
that making 42-inch (1.07 m) missile domes by standard methods (welding smaller 
pieces) cost $60 each,whereas explosive forming raised the per-item charge to $100. 
the difference was that diameter, contour, and thickness tolerances were far closer. 
an aerojet spokesman added: “[c]onventional methods simply aren’t satisfactory 
for many of today’s missile requirements.” initially, the refractory metals (titanium, 
molybdenum, et al.) could not be explosively formed except at high temperatures, 
which made the water bath approach impossible; here ryan substituted sand 
successfully, and fashioned a prototype titanium army helmet, using embedded 
electric rods to heat both the die and blank. herf-work continues to the present, 
though more often for complex, customized items than for serial production.26 

26. explosive forming was employed, confirming orr’s ambitions, to create the domes for the Saturn 
rockets’ fuel tanks.photos in roger Bilstein’s Stages to Saturn (rep.ed.,gainesville,fl:University press of 
florida, 1996), p. 221, and mike gray’s account of fabrication, (Angle of Attack [newYork:W.W.norton, 
1992], pp. 155–156) indicate that herfed “gores (curved, tapered wedges) were formed in a 60,000
gallon water tank,” then welded together. on explosive forming, see “naSa Studies high-energy 
forming,” American Machinist 105 (2 october 1961): p. 85; “herf: metalworking’s new frontier,” 
American Machinist 101 (3 September 1962): pp. 93–104; James orr [ryan],“explosive forming” SAE 
Journal 69 (June 1961): pp. 57–59; floyd cox,“ryan’s experience in explosive forming,” Metal Progress 
80 (august 1961): pp. 71–73; “how explosives form Space-age parts,” Steel 148 (5 June 1961): pp. 
86–88; c.W. gipe [ryan], “high energy processes Shape Space-age parts,” SAE Journal 69 (march 
1961): pp. 44–45; l. c. Stuckenbruck and c. h. martinez [north american], “explosive forming in 
the missile industry,” Machinery 67 (november 1961): pp. 99–105; and r. gorcey et al. [rocketdyne], 
“progress report on developments in explosive forming,” Machine Design 33(13 april 1961): pp. 
188–190. for a critical perspective, see “exploding the myths of explosive forming: Springback is Still 
with Us,” American Machinist 105 (26 June 1961): p. 79.“fabricating fueltanks for the Saturn rocket,” 
Modern Metals 18 (June 1962): pp. 46–48 is helpful on work in rocket building. for more on hot-
forming titanium, see c. f. morris, Jr. [convair],“titanium alloys hot-formed on gas-heated Stretch 
press dies,” Space/Aeronautics 34 (august 1960): pp. 117–118, 122, 126. regarding current uses, google 
Scholar search using “explosive forming” and “high energy forming” turned up more than 700 books, 
articles, and reports. for a comprehensive overview, see d. J. mynors and B. Zhang,“applications and 
capabilities of explosive forming,” Journal of Materials Processing 125/126 (2002): pp. 1–25. 
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attending to other manufacturing process novelties must await a different occasion, 
but it is worth noting that older industrial techniques also got spaceflight boosts and a few 
twists:welding and metal spinning,for example.large,cylindrical rocket motor cases could 
not be formed in one piece, and thus plates had to be welded into rings and the rings 
had to be welded together (along with interconnecting forgings calledY-rings) to form 
columns.this was a substantial fabrication challenge, asW.d.abbott noted in 1966: 

all material and all welds must . . . be tough, ductile and free of 
linear defects, particularly surface defects.the magnitude of the 
problem is more apparent when it is recognized that there are more 
than 3000 sq. ft.of surface and 500 ft.of weld on a 156 in.diameter 
rocket motor case . . .all the material and every inch of weld must 
be completely free of linear defects and gas holes or porosities no 
larger than 0.04 in. in diameter to guarantee reliability.27 

the Saturn rocket case was 60 percent larger (260 inches [6.6 m] in diameter) 
and a misery to weld. its tanks were a special nightmare:“at a time in history when 
a flawless weld of a few feet was considered miraculous, the S-2 called for a half a 
mile of flawless welds.”28  Big artifacts, big fabrication problems. 

moreover, what was being welded in many applications were not just standard 
steels,but particularly challenging specialized alloys such as the “maraging”steel used 
in rocket cases.the finished welds needed to have “essentially the same cleanliness, 
mechanical properties and fracture toughness as the base material.” neither gas 
metal-arc nor submerged-arc processes could handle these tasks. this triggered 
refinement of plasma arc approaches to welding, which used an inert gas shield, a 
“nonconsumable tungsten electrode” and a “constricting nozzle . . . to concentrate 
the available thermal energy on a relatively small area of the workpiece.”the result 
was faster,deeper welds with no contamination and remarkably few flaws.29 further 

27. W. d. abbott [excelco developments, inc.], “18% nickel maraging Steel fabrication application 
to large rocket motor cases,” Welding Journal 45 (July 1966): pp. 595–598, quote from p. 596. 

28. gray,	 Angle of Attack, p. 154. on procedures for Saturn welding, see charles garland [Sun 
Shipbuilding], “fabrication of 260 inch diameter rocket cases with maraging Steel,” Welding 
Journal 45 (January 1966): pp. 22–29.the alloy’s 18 percent nickel gave it “toughness,” which meant 
stability under pressures of 200,000 psi and an ability at that strain to sustain cracks up to 1 inch long 
without failure (p. 23). See also, for the atlas,W. p. mcgregor [convair], “inert-gas tungsten-arc 
Spot Welding in missile production,” Machinery 67 (december 1960): pp. 119–121. 

29. l. J. privoznik and h. r. miller [Westinghouse],“evaluation of plasma arc Welding for 120 in. diameter 
rocket cases,”Welding Journal 45 (September 1966):pp.717–725,quotes from p.718;r.e.heise,“advanced 
fabrication methods,” Metal Progress 80 (July 1961): pp. 105–107.a titanium alloy liquid hydrogen testing 
tank,built at Beechaircraft in 1962 (24 ft. long by 8 ft.diameter) involved several of the novel techniques. its 
end closures were“stretch formed to contour,chemically milled and welded together”using an argon,plasma 
welding technique.See“titanium liquid hydrogentank,”Light MetalAge 20 (august 1962):p.7. 
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elaboration of precision welding has continued over the last four decades, widening 
industrial practice and generating a considerable technical literature.30 

metal-spinning is an antique skill31 in which a vertically rotating blank comes 
in contact with a laterally moving bar, shaping the blank into a cone, a hemisphere, 
or another three-dimensional curvilinear form. installed at Boeing to attack the 
problems of shaping difficult-to-machine alloys and renamed “flowspinning,” it was 
used to create nose cones, bulkheads, and rocket cases. for rocket cases, the spinning 
lathe created a dome with vertical sides, then the top was cut off to leave a ring that 
needed no welding and thus was stronger all around. (this worked only up to case 
diameters of 50 inches [1.27 m].) here a traditional metalworking capability was 
stretched in scale and range to new applications, including work with demanding 
alloys and high-precision components.32 

new materials appropriate to space environments and launch stresses were 
at the root of many process innovations and reorientations. as convair’s c. f. 
morris explained:“By and large, conventional tooling and manufacturing methods 
are inadequate for the high strength alloys—rene 41,Vascojet, titanium, various 
stainless steels,etc.—that have recently come into use for high temperature aerospace 

30. for 	a useful overview, see e. craig, “the plasma arc Welding process: a review,” Welding 
Journal 67 (february 1988): pp. 19–25.for the varieties of welding innovations, see patricio mendez 
and thomas eagar,“Welding processes for aeronautics,” Advanced Materials and Processes 159 (may 
2001):pp.39–43.a google Scholar search for “plasma arc welding”turned up nearly 1,100 technical 
papers and reports. 

31. metal spinning was introduced in the United States by the 1840s and was used to make “gold, 
silver and pewter hollowware and chalices” for generations. only afterWorldWar i were experiments 
made with “tougher metals.” See http://www.jobshop.com/techinfo/papers/metalspinpaper.shtml (accessed 
18 July 2006). it was used as well on nuclear submarine components (raymond Spiotta,“age-old 
art helps Build nuclear Submarines,” Machinery 67 (march 1961): pp. 102–105. 

32. “Boeing	 flowspins the Superalloys,” Steel 148 (february 20, 1961): pp. 62–64; “lockheed 
Wheezey-gheezey Sizes missile Shells,” Steel 148 (June 12, 1961): p. 145; lewis Zwissler [aerojet], 
“Spinning makes Stronger rocket cases,” Metal Progress 78 (december 1960): pp. 70–77. for more 
recent applications,see e.Quigley and J.monaghan,“metal forming:ananalysis of Spinning processes,” 
Journal of Materials ProcessingTechnology 103 (June 2000): pp. 114–119.another pre-WorldWar ii process 
given fresh impetus by space fabrication needs was powder metallurgy. See c. g. goetzel and J. B. 
rittenhouse [lockheed],“powder metallurgy applications in SpaceVehicle Systems,” Journal of Metals 
57 (august 1965): pp. 876–879 (with 30 citations to related studies). for more information, see gordon 
dowson,Powder Metallurgy:The Process and Its Products (newYork:hilger,1990).a related manufacturing 
dynamic which cannot be covered here is the creation of “clean rooms” for production and assembly 
of delicate electronic and instrumentation components. a quick google and google Scholar search 
turned up very little research on the history of the clean room, but Sandia labs claims it built one in 
1960 as a weapons spinoff.a 1959 trade journal article documents a clean room at Kearfott, a subsidiary 
of general precision, in little falls,nJ [“‘totally pure air’ required for plant,” Air Conditioning,Heating 
and Refrigeration News 88 (5 october 1959): pp. 6–7], and a 1963 essay in machine design pointed out 
that beyond dust and particles,organic hazards to aerospace hardware also had to be attacked [“of mold 
and missiles,” Machine Design 35 (18 July 1963): pp. 146–150]. i am not aware of an integrated study of 
the clean room’s history, but marshall University’s dan holbrook presented a preliminary inquiry into 
this topic at the 2006 Society for the history oftechnology conference. 
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structures.”33 Yet beyond heat stresses, materials innovations also had to overcome 
challenges presented by other conditions: very low temperatures, no atmosphere, zero 
gravity, sudden shocks, cyclical stresses, and vibration in its varied forms. in 1960– 
1961, hughes aircraft created test chambers to explore metals’ reactions to some of 
these conditions, trying to anticipate space-based materials difficulties. at near zero 
atmospheric pressure, they found “odd pits forming on the [metallic] specimen[s],” and 
identified a phenomenon called “metal evaporation,” which could lead to unintended 
metal plating as released molecules attached themselves randomly to other surfaces. for 
hughes, the radical implication was that “whole sections of a vehicle can disappear 
during an extended space voyage if the wrong metal is employed.”in addition,lubricants 
vaporized in zero gravity and metals would “cold weld when . . . left in contact for a 
few days.”Several“tough plastics, like vinyl . . . get brittle and crumble in space,”hughes 
found,butteflon was not among them,accounting for its utility.34 Such environmental 
conditions only added to the need for special materials that could stand heat, cold, 
vibration, etc. hence, extensive trials of steel-based and nickel-chromium alloys were 
fundamental, in tandem with work on refractory metal alloying elements, ceramic-
metal amalgams, honeycomb structures, and lightweight metal substitutes including 
resins, ceramics, rigidified fabrics, fiberglasses, and space-stable polymers.35 

By the mid-1960s,concerns arose that metals and alloys were reaching their limits 
of manipulability. in a 1966 Space/Aeronautics state-of-the-art review,metallurgists and 
technology managers noted the following: 
ü regarding high-strength steel alloys,“lack of adequate fracture toughness, stress 

corrosion and . . . stress cracking resistance, weldability [and] nondestructive 
inspection techniques.” 

33. morris, “titanium alloys,” p. 117. candidate materials were created at what seems a remarkable 
rate in the early spacefaring years.one annual review in 1961 described 92 new materials, ranging from 
alloys to lubricants to coatings, offered by 78 different firms, ranging from ge and crucible Steel to 
rollway Bearing and Waimet alloys. “condensed review of Some recently developed materials,” 
Machinery 68 (october 1961): pp. 115–124. See also Jack hauck and JohnVaccari,“aerospace materials: 
today andtomorrow,” Materials in Design Engineering 62 (august 1965): pp. 97–103. 

34. “how	 metals react in Space,” Steel 149 (2 october 1961): pp. 58–59. Zinc, cadmium, and 
magnesium alloys evaporated (reducing light weight magnesium’s attractiveness), whereas iron, steel 
alloys, titanium, platinum and tungsten did not show these patterns (adding to light-weight titanium’s 
value). See also eric linden,“aerospace electronic materials,” Electro-Technology 68 (1961): pp. 125–131, 
esp. p. 128, and n. h. langdon, “polymers out in Space,” [two parts] Rubber Journal and International 
Plastics (4 february 1961): pp. 174–178 and (11 february1961): pp. 210–213. 

35. r. m. treco, “how Space-age energy Sources Spark rise of new materials,” Iron Age 187 (2 
march 1961):pp.87–89;a.hurlich and J.f.Watson [convair],“Selection of metals for Use at cryogenic 
temperatures,” Metal Progress 79 (april 1961): pp. 65–72;“Space:a galaxy of new materials concepts,” 
Steel 153 (1 July 1963): pp. 32–39;“Structures and Materials,” Space/aeronautics 46 (mid-July 1966): pp. 
80–92,166,168–169 (three pages of citations).this last article emphasizes the relationship between new 
materials and structural dilemmas for launch, reentry, and space operations vehicles. See also “Bundled 
into orbit,” PlasticsWorld 20 (march 1962): p. 46 and “fabricating for planes and missiles,” PlasticsWorld 
20 (february 1962): pp. 50–51. 
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ü regarding superalloys, “further increase in temperature limits . . . appears very 
doubtful.” attempts to improve strength and stability by reducing chromium 
content have “increased hot corrosion and oxidation problems.” 

ü regarding critical light metal alloys, for aluminum, an “increase in strength 
without decrease in ductility” was needed; for titanium, ductility at extremely 
low temperatures was a problem; and for beryllium, brittle fracture issues had 
not been resolved. 

ü regarding the refractory metals, problems with “metallurgical stability and 
preservation of mechanical properties in [a] variety of high-temperature 
environments.”36 

ü in consequence, designers had been placing increased emphasis on coatings, 
composites, and unconventional materials. for example, by 1963 aerojet 
experimented with a “filament-wound fiberglas” version of its 260-inch
diameter (6.6 m) rocket case, but encountered substantial problems, some of 
them with materials providers. charles Walance of hughes aircraft’s aerospace 
group complained: “We don’t want to make materials and components.We’re 
systems people. But we have found, in space-work, that we must do an alarming 
number of jobs ourselves because industry is unable or unwilling to attempt to 
meet our needs.”37 

the air force appears to have stepped in at about this time, creating its 
advanced filaments and composites division in January 1965. general Bernard 
Schriever argued for simultaneous efforts on multiple composite components and 
formulations, looking for a “cascade” effect—“the extra performance gain which is 
achieved when the many individual gains are examined all together.”the air force 
estimated it had taken $350–$400 million to bring titanium from experimental 
work to regular use in aircraft and aerospace devices, and believed “comparable 
development of composites will cost at least as much.”38again,composites (particularly 
resin-based ones and those using fiberglass) had been floating at the technological 

36. “Structures 	 and materials,” Space/Aeronautics 91 (1966). on refractories, see “refractory 
metals emerging as Structural materials,” Steel 148 (8 may 1961): pp. 115–130. 

37. “Space: a galaxy,” pp. 32, 35. this doesn’t seem to square with the flood of new materials 
(see note 31), though problems of communications and testing may have been involved. for a later 
overview of advanced materials and aerospace initiatives, see “testimony of gregory eyring, ota, 
July 7, 1988,” National Critical Materials Policy, hearing before the Subcommittee on transportation, 
aviation and materials of the committee on Science, Space, and technology, hr, 100th. congress, 
Second Session, no. 1241, gpo:Washington, dc, 1988, pp. 49–66. 

38. michael l.Yaffee,“composite materials offer Vast potential for Structures,” Aviation Week and Space 
Technology 82 (3 may 1965): pp. 38–53, quotes from pp. 39, 46. for a brief look at the history of 
industrial composites, see a. Brent Strong and michael miles, “metals vs. composites: Breaking 
down the elements,” available at http://mlf.byu.edu/pages/papers/files/metalPlastic.php, and a. Brent 
Strong,“history of composite materials: opportunities and necessities,” available at http://mlf.byu. 
edu/pages/papers/files/history.php (both accessed 18 July 2006). 
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edges of engineering practice since just before the World War ii, but aerospace 
demand proved propulsive through creating a renewed, complex environment of 
experiment and application.39 thus, the materials revolution percolated through 
spacefaring initiatives and was partly propelled by them. 

creativity in instrumentation is remarkably well documented as critical to 
space project capabilities, though in my view the historical issues are relatively 
under-conceptualized and have been researched in a rather scattered way. Similar 
to composites, instrumentation advances got a big boost in the 1940s. two ge 
engineers reported in 1947 that “the exacting requirements for electronic and other 
control and measuring devices during the recent war stimulated rapid progress in the 
improvement of electric instruments and associated components.”40 Yet by the early 
1960s,instrument builders were fretting over what they termed“the measurement gap,” 
echoing the “missile gap” rhetoric of the late 1950s.their concern even had a cold 
war resonance, when aerojet’sV. r. Boulton quoted a Soviet source approvingly: 

it is known that the uniformity, correctness, and correct 
employment of measures and measuring devices is a matter of 
great importance for the national economy, since the use of 
incorrect measures and measuring devices causes unproductive 
losses, leads to an increase in production rejects, and to an 
incorrect assessment of material values.41 

the U.S. industry had grown by 50 percent in four years since 1958 (estimated 
sales rising from $4 billion to $6 billion),42 spurred by the surge of aerospace 
contracting, but the high-precision requirements of space projects forced a complex 
problem to the surface. Boulton explained: 

39. Brent Strong notes that “[i]n the frantic days of the war, among the last parts of an aircraft to 
be designed were the ducts. Since all the other systems were already fixed, the ducts were required 
to go around the other systems, often resulting in ducts that were convoluted, twisting, turning, 
and place[d] in the most difficult to access locations. metal ducts just couldn’t easily be made in 
these ‘horrible’ shapes. composites seemed to be the answer.the composites were hand laid-up on 
plaster mandrels which were made in the required shape.then after the resin had cured, the plaster 
mandrels were broken out of the composite parts. literally thousands of such ducts were made in 
numerous manufacturing plants clustered around the aircraft manufacturing/assembly facilities.” 
See “history of composite materials,” note 38. 

40. d. B. fisk and J. m. Whittenton, “progress in instrument design,” GE Review 50 (october 1947): 
pp. 8–11, quote from p. 8. 

41. orval linebrink [Battelle], “the measurement gap,” ISA Journal 8 (february 1961): pp. 38–41; 
V. r. Boulton,“economics of instrumentation precision for SpaceVehicle development,” Aerospace 
Engineering 20 (march 1961): pp. 30–31, 64–67, quote on p. 30 from Soviet journal measurement 
techniques. See also l. e. howlett, “the crisis in measurement,” The Engineering Journal 44 (april 
1961): pp. 73–76. 

42. “instruments chart rapid growth,” Iron Age 192 (19 September 1963): pp. 70–71. By 1966, 
a technical journal estimated instrumentation sales for r&d alone (not counting production and 
monitoring of installed systems) at $4.5 billion annually. See “instrumentation and the management 
of r&d,” Research/Development 17 (august 1966): pp. 23–36, data on p. 27. 
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ideally a measuring system should be an order of magnitude more 
repeatable and accurate than the system under test . . . so that 
variations in the results from test to test represent primarily the 
variations in performance of the item being tested. realistically, 
the repeatability of most measuring systems is hardly as good as 
that of the systems they are used to evaluate—at least this is true of 
present day rocket propulsion systems . . . .the uncertainty in [our] 
evaluation results . . . is at present much too large.43 

measurement was the heart of instrumentation, of course, being concerned 
with mass, time, temperature, dimensions, force, stress, vibration, speed, altitude/ 
depth, volume, and flow, gauged through devices operated electrically, optically, 
physically, sonically, etc. Unsurprisingly, the uncertainty that concerned Boulton 
also surfaced in defining the boundaries of instrumentation, as a function and as an 
industry. during the 1950s and 1960s, monitoring and control technics, electric/ 
electronic information processing tools (computers),and simulators were all regarded 
by insiders as elements of the burgeoning instrument family.44 

naSa’s Keith glennan nicely captured the broader situation as the transition 
from mercury to gemini and apollo evolved in 1961: 

proud as we are of our space technology, we must also be 
sensible to its failings.the demand for precision measurements is 
outstripping the best that U.S.science and technology can provide. 
for upcoming space ventures, naSa needs to measure such 
things as engine parts to one-millionth of an inch tolerance, and 
rocket engine thrust to 0.5% accuracy at one million pounds.45 

devices for measuring and reporting spacecraft location through telemetry, 
for accurately assessing temperature, pressure, radiation, stresses and strains, and 
a dozen other dimensions of mission artifact conditions before and after launch 
had to be created or adapted, then tested for precision, and evaluated to discern 
whether what was being measured was directly salient to a critical factor.the rise 
of reliable, precise, and speedy instrumentation as a key dimension of technical 
practice preceded naSa’s inauguration, but its momentum accelerated at a rapid 
pace once piloted spaceflight became a national priority. in addition, the host of 
biomedical spinoffs increasingly described in naSa’s publications has its origins in 
space program monitoring and stressing of human subjects, commencing with flight 
simulators in mercury’s early months and flowing through to biomedical testing 

43. Boulton, pp. 30–31. Boulton observed that aerojet’s 	testing expenses (20,000 tests over five 
years on 20 weapons systems) amounted to as much as 70 percent of project costs—a proportion 
that could be reduced dramatically through improved instrumentation accuracy. 

44. a. g. mcnish, “fundamentals of measurement,” Electro-Technology 71 (may 1963): pp. 113–128; 
“how We’ll measure tomorrow,” Steel 151 (31 december 1962): pp. 20–24. 

45. .t. K. glennan,“taking the measure of Space,” ISA Journal 8 (february 1961): p. 39. 
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at Spacelab and during Shuttle flights. in naSa’s 30th Spinoffs Review (1992), 
instruments comprised a third of the items discussed (28 of 78), which suggests the 
durable significance of innovation in this domain.46 

finally, naSa projects provided test platforms or incubators for a number of 
managerial techniques as well: project management and team-tasking, high-level 
quality control, reliability analyses, and handling concurrency/redesign challenges. 
the project management dimension, building on air force and navy missile 
development practices, is well known. general Sam phillips brought the program 
evaluation and review technique (pert) to the latter stages of project mercury, 
and using this integrated means of charting interdependent task trajectories was 
significant in gemini’s and apollo’s ability to meet deadlines, most notably the 
end-of-decade moon landing target.along the way, naSa and the department of 
defense (dod) devised a cost-sensitive upgrading of pert and a series of now 
widely used protocols:Work Breakdown Structure (1962), the earned Value System 
(1963), and the probabilistic graphical evaluation and review technique (1966).47 

perhaps equally important, aerospace initiatives presented unique management 
problems, which reframed the notion of a project and the position of project 
manager.two parameters dominated: 

first, a specific performance requirement must be met at a 
single point in time under conditions of substantial uncertainty 
and high risk—from a technical as well as from a time-and-cost 
point of view. Second, the project is large, urgent and important 
enough to demand the concentration of company talents to 
fulfill contractual requirements. the project manager is the 
keystone of this pyramid of human and material resources.48 

alongside formalized techniques, effective project managers rapidly developed 
ad hoc and temporary, informal lines of communication in order to tackle problem 
solving, assembled special cross-disciplinary teams to attack bottlenecks, and limited 
insertion of pert and related monitoring devices. as robert rados, who was 
involved in the tiros weather satellite for naSa, explained, the project manager has 

46. naSa’s 	1992 Spinoffs volume (note 1) addresses 22 biomedical technologies, 14 industrial 
productivity,and 12 consumer/home/recreation devices,among the 78 spinoffs profiled.interestingly, 
the 2002 40th anniversary Spinoffs list (note 22) reported just 10 biomedicals (perhaps reflecting 
the reduction of piloted spaceflight), 6 industrial productivity enhancers, and 5 consumer/home 
items. meanwhile, it and communications goods and capabilities numbered 14, while 7 safety and 
security innovations made the list (some specifically referencing 9/11). interestingly, instruments 
dropped to about one-quarter of the 50 spinoffs detailed in the 2002 volume. on simulators, see 
melvin Sadoff and charles harper [naSa-ames],“piloted flight-Simulator research:a critical 
review,”aerospace engineering 21 (September 1962): pp. 50–63. 

47. grant	 cates, “improving project management with Simulation and completion distribution 
functions,”ph.d. dissertation, industrial engineering,University of central florida, 2004,chapter 1. 

48. george Steiner,“the project manager’s problems,”Astronautics andAeronautics 4 (June 1966):pp.75–76. 
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to “program for success,” which involves securing the “material basis for continued 
progress” on the work and “creat[ing] an atmosphere that favors ambitious, forward 
looking decisions rather than restrictive and cautious ones.”49 actualizing the concept 
of the innovation manager was crucial, as lockheed head l. eugene root emphasized 
in his 1962 presidential address to the institute of aeronautical Sciences.a key danger 
in merging the engineer/scientist and the manager lay in the skeptical, analytical, and 
conservative outlook which is the desired initial result of scientific training—question 
all propositions,demand proof through more documentation,send back for future study. 
this is a deadly trap for managers in a frontier technology.most great decisions have been 
difficult to support by the facts available at the time. innovative project managers had 
to “demonstrate the ability to make decisions” in the absence of “conclusive feasibility 
studies,” in urgent, high-risk situations with multiple uncertainties.this problem set lay 
well outside the terrain of routinized corporate management.50 

the importance of quality control and components reliability was evident to 
all parties in aerospace manufacturing and spaceflight operations, but here naSa 
practice soon indicated the limits of industrial approaches rather more than their 
utility.three problems surfaced to bedevil projects: (1) insufficient numbers of units 
or iterations in use to make statistically significant reliability or refined quality control 
procedures effective; (2) complexity of devices which presented an “overwhelming 
number of different possible modes of failure”;and (3) the persistent pattern of artifact 
redesign which made it impossible to have a stable object for quality and reliability 
testing.51 as engineers from chrysler’s missile division recounted: 

the large number of unavoidable engineering changes 
superimposed on the 60,000 to 70,000 parts in a specific missile 
system would make it virtually impossible to cope with the 
resultant complexities on a practical basis.experience has shown 
that engineering changes during the first production year of 

49. engelbert 	 Kirschner, “the project manager,” 43 (february 1965): pp. 
56–64, quote from 64.this is a remarkable review of work practice among three pms: rados on 
the tiros satellite at naSa,abraham Schnapf at tiros-rca, and William chalmers on trW’s Vela 
project. on integrative, task-based teams at rocketdyne, see “top-Speed technology puts ideas 
into orbit,” Factory 122 (September 1964): pp. 84–89. 

50. l. eugene root, “our expanding Scientific and technological challenge,” Aerospace Engineering 
21 (december 1962): pp. 8–9, 68–70 (quotes from p. 68). 

51. W. W. hohenner, “manned rocket flight requires a trade-off Between performance and 
complexity,” Westinghouse Engineer 20 (march 1960): pp. 54–58 (quote from p. 56); dorian Shainin, 
“managing a reliability program,” Aerospace Engineering 1 (december 1962): pp. 64, 92–93; e. J. 
lancaster and r.e.Biedenbinder [USaf Ballistic Systems division],“a critique of Qualityassurance 
activity in air force Ballistic missile programs,” Industrial Quality Control 18 (January, february, and 
march 1962): pp. 9–13 (Jan.), pp. 5–9 (feb.), and pp. 5–9 (mar.). See also edward Sharp [naSa
lewis], “Quality to meet the demands of Space,” IQC 16 (July 1959): pp. 9–11 and John condon 
[naSa],“naSa’s reliability requirements,” IQC 22 (december 1965): pp. 287–289 
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a missile weapon system average out at approximately 1,100 
changes per week, resulting in as many as 800 modifications in 
inspection and testing instructions.52 

at times like these, the commercial impact of space initiatives was to indicate 
the limits of managerial practice and technique and the need, in complex task 
environments, to combine personalized and detail-oriented management. 

if we return at the close to the positions articulated in this essay’s epigraphs, 
we may well agree with the denver team that the commercial impact of naSa 
innovations was indirect and specialized, and that separating naSa contributions 
from those of military technology projects fragments the web of connections and 
exchanges that experimental development featured.to be sure, exploring aerospace 
technology’s uses, plus the dynamics and constraints involved in its fabrication, can 
help alleviate the handicap of “insufficient information . . . at the level of the firm.” 
Yet, while recognizing how thin historical research still is into these applications, 
we would surely be hard-pressed to concur with alex roland’s assertion that the 
nation “has little to show for [its] investment save circus.” Beneath the satellites, 
probes, and human spaceflights, for a generation or more extensive innovations in 
process, materials, and instrumentation have flowed outward from naSa projects 
and resonated through the industrial economy.their scope can more readily realized 
than their scale can be measured, but their significance is evident. 

52. J.	 f. patrick and f. g. Brune, “Quality instructions for missile production,” Industrial Quality 
Control 19 (September 1962): pp. 19–22 (quote from p. 19). patrick and Brune outlined a data-
processing approach to tracking revisions in “inspection and test instructions” but admitted that 
“major problems of correlation, up-dating, recording, and distribution of information still remain.” 
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